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The meetinu was called to order at lo.05 a.m. 

ADDRESS BY MR. GEORGE VASSILIOU, PRESIDENT OF TEB REPUBLIC OF CYPRUS 

The PRBSIDBRT (interpretation from Arabic): This rIiOrning the 

Assembly will hear an address by the President of the Bepukdic of Cyprus. 

Mr. Georae Vassiliou. President of the ReDublic of Cvorus. was escorted 

into the General Assembly Ha& 

The PRBSIDENT (interpretation from Arabic): On behalf of the 

General Assembly I have tbe honour to welcome to the United Nations the 

President of the Republic of Cyprus, His Excellency Mr. George Vassiliou, end 

to invite him to address the Assembly. 

President VASSILIOU: Mr. President, I would like to congratulate 

you warmly ou your election to the presidency of the forty-sixth session of 

the General Assembly. Your election is clear recognition of the importance of 

the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia in the world of today in general end in its own 

region in particular. I am confident that your many years of experience at 

the United Nations will prove invaluable in guiding this most important 

session to its fruitful conclusion. I also wish to pay a tribute to your 

predecessor, Mr. Guide de Marco, for the skilful manner in which he steered 

the work of the forty-fifth session. 
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I would further like to welcome to our ranks the seven new Member States. 

We look forward to closely cooperating with them for the furtherance of our 

common objectives. Not since 1960, when the Republic of Cyprus was among 

16 new Members, has the United Nations admitted SO many Members at one 

session. 

During the last 12 months. the vast changes set in motion on the 

international political scene have continued at a pace which defies 

imagination. The forces of democracy are marching forward, brushing aside 

those who wish to cling to the past. This process has freed the international 

community from the handcuffs of the former East-West divide and created a new 

spirit of international solidarity and cooperation. 

This spirit of cooperation successfully passed its first major test posed 

by the aggression of Iraq against Kuwait. The human suffering and destruction 

caused by the occupation of Kuwait and the ensuing Gulf war proved to us all 

that even more important than addressing aggression is the need to create a 

system of making such acts of aggression impossible and of helping to reverse 

similar situations that still persist. Conflict prevention and conflict 

resolution have always been and continue to be major objectives of the United 

Nations. In this respect, I would like to emphasise the historic significance 

of the Charter of Paris and the role that the process of the Conference on 

Security and Co-operation in Europe can play in the future in safeguarding 

peace and respect for human rights in Europe. 

We all know that a just world is one in which international law is 

respected and applied. Therefore, we all have an obligation to apply the rule 

of law and the appropriate process of peaceful settlement of disputes, 

including recourse to the International Court of Justice, and to refrain from 

imposing the will of the stronger. 
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We are witnessing daily scenes of suffering, loss of innocent life and 

blatant violations of human rights in the name of asserting misguided 

nationalist aspirations. If  this process is left unchecked, we run the danger 

of seeing the mosaic of existing international order being shattered into a 

multitude of micro-entities. It is an illusion to believe that the creation 

of entities with an exclusive ethnic, religious or tribal character is the way 

to a world of happiness and prosperity. On the contrary, human experience has 

shown that greater progress has been recorded by those multi-ethnic and 

multi-confessional societies in which a?.1 groups were enjoying equal 

opportunities in a democratic environment. 

The international community must not hesitate in sending out a resounding 

message to thase tenrpted M exploit or exacerbate eihnic grievances as u means 

to power. Differences must be settled by peaceful means and we must never 

forget that it is through democracy and strict respect for the human rights of 

all individuals, irrespective of their ethnic identity, that we can redress 

the grievances of the past and build a new free world society. 

However, if extreme nationalism is not to be condoned, the exploitation 

of ethnic and religious differences in order to promote one country's owx 

strategic or other interests against a smaller one is unforgivable and should 

be condemned. Yet in Cyprus, for 17 years now we have continued to suffer the 

results of the invasion by Turkish forces, which continue to occupy nearly 

31 per cent of OUT territory, thus dividing our country in two and creating 

the present status quo. The facts are that 200,000 people - equivalent to a 

third of the population - were uprooted from their ancestral homes and 

properties; 1,619 missing persons are still unaccounted for. Around 

70,000 illegal Turkish settlers, brought over to the occupied area to alter 
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the damgraphic character of the ialand, by the l hoet umgaituda of their 

number threaten the very erirtence of the Turkish Cypriot cormsunity, These 

are the realitier of the Cyprus problem, and this ia why the status quo has 

been and continuer to be condemned by the whole world a8 unacceptable. 

Thir is also why the United Rations and the Secretary-General have been 

labouring hard in order to promote a solution. At no time during the last 

three years was the world cormsunity as hopeful that a solution of the Cyprus 

problem was close at hand as it was this sumnor. The Cyprus problem wan 

promoted from the back burner to the forefront of global affairs. 1 would 

like on this occasion to express my thanks and appreciation to all the world 

leaders who have taken a personal interest, and in particular to 

President George Bush for his determination to act as a catalyst and 

cantribute to the efforts of the Secretary-General, 

Mr. Javier Persr de Cuellar. His determination in thin regard. as well as 

that of many other leaders, was reiterated from this very rostrum at this 

session. 
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It was on 2 August this year , on the anniversary of the invasion of 

Kuwait by fraq, that President Bush , after consulting the Secretary-General, 

President Osal and Prime Minister Mitsatakis, announced the holding of an 

international meeting on Cyprus by the end of September. There were two 

provisos in President Bush's announcement: that the meeting would take place 

only after adeguate progress naa registered, and that the Secretary-General, 

in consultation with the Security Council, would determine the composition of 

the meeting. We assured the Secretary-General of our determination to abide 

by the process agreed upon and in earnest pursued our cooperation with him and 

his Representatives. The Secretary-General's representatives visited Ankara 

twice. They brought ideas and views from Ankara which we started to discuss. 

It soon transpired, however, that the Turkish Cypriot leadership was raising 

augmented preconditions for the continuation of the process. All tbe members 

of this Assembly will recall that a high-level meeting held under the mandate 

of the Secretary-General in February and March 1990 collapsed when the Turkish 

Cypriot side set forth unacceptable preconditions claiming a separatist right 

to self-determination, which were completely rejected by the Secretary-General 

in his report and the subsequent Security Council resolution 649 (1990). This 

time they added a new dimension to their untenable positions by claiming 

sovereignty, in complete contravention of all relevant Security Council 

resolutions and particularly resolutions 541 (1983). 550 (1954) and 649 (1990). 

Almost in parallel, the Turkish Prime Minister publicly reneged on all 

the commitments of his Government to the United Nations and others concerning 

elements for progress towards a solution of the Cyprus problem, at the same 

time announcing that the September date for an international meeting was no 

longer feasible - not surprising in the circumstances. 
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ID a vain attmnpt to justify their behaviour, they supplied the media 

with a barrage of suggertioae for contacts and high-level meetiagr. Let me 

tell the Assembly that for years the Turkish military autboritier have been 

forbidding Turkish Cypriot0 to have any contact with their Greek Cypriot 

compatriots. Dozena of groups comprising doctora, teachera, trade unionists, 

youth groups and politicians are the victims of a heartless application of 

separatism. Even sick persons are often prohibited from visiting a hoapital 

to obtain special treatment. Let me also explain that whenever the 

international conmnunity points an accusing finger at the leadership of the 

Turkish side for non-compliance with the agreed process, they attempt to get 

out of their conrnitments by making alternative proposals on procedure, 

ignoring the fact that the first rule of negotiations is to stick to 

agreements. 

All these years we have spared no effort6 in the quest for a solution and 

have shown the maximum degree of cooperation with the Secretary-General and 

his representatives. We are motivated in our efforts by the belief that 

solution of the Cyprus problem will benefit not only the Greek and Turkish 

Cypriots alike but also Turkey and Greece and, in addition, promote security 

in the Mediterranean and Europe. What is even more important is that a 

solution will demonstrate that differences can be bridged and trust can be 

repaired. We are steadfast in our objective of promoting a solution which 

will allow the two communities to live and work together in peace and security 

in a united federal Cyprus, where economic prosperity will be shared by all 

and human rights atid fundamental freedoms ,ill be universally applied. 

Unfortunately, the anticipation of a change in the Turkish attitude and 

policies, which the international community was led to believe was at hand, 
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turned out to be a mirage. In all its positions, the Turkish side 

unyieldingly insists on the maintenance and legitimisation of the status quo. 

One cannot but feel that the guiding principle of Turkish policy remains that 

the military power shall impose its will. f t  is the continuous presence of 

Turkish troops that perpetuates the, Cyprus problem. At a time in history when 

the world has demanded and secured the withdrawal of foreign troops from all 

countries, it is an anachronism for the Turkish forces to remain and continue 

the forcible division of the island. 

Are we frustrated by the lack of progress? Yes, we are. Will we give 

up? lo, certainly not. We are in duty bound to the people of Cyprus, to the 

people of our region and to the people of the world to continue to strive for 

a just and viable solution which brings peace. security and a better life to 

all Cypriots throughout the island. To this we remain committed and we shall 

not be derailed from our ultimate goal. 

The anachronism of the continued division of Cyprus is highlighted even 

more when contrasted with the reunification of Europe and the substantial 

progress made towards finding solutions to the problems in Cambodia, 

Afghanistan, Western Sahara and El Salvador. 

The Republic of Cyprus welcomes the recent developments in South Africa 

as definite steps in the right direction but maintains its belief that only 

when South Africa is fully transformed into a non-racial, democratic and 

unified country, where basic human rights and freedoms are enjoyed by all, can 

South Africa truly enjoy peace. 

We are also encouraged by the fact that in the Middle East there have 

been positive developments in a number of areas. Substantial progress has 

been made towards the convening of an international peace conference, which 
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Will, it im hopod, pave the way for the paople of Palomti~~ end Imrrel to 

enjoy peace and recurlty. we are turthbr l nc0uragea by tha l 3.Cn9 of civil 

strife and the dismantling of barricadoa in Lebanon, am well a8 ths 

anticipated end of the tragedy of the remaining homtsgem. I am certain that 

members here all share with me the feelings of appreciation to the 

Secretary-General for his efforts in this direction. 

Whatever program8 we have made on the road to democracy and the 

consolidation of vorld peace will not be built on mound foundation8 unless we 

come to gripr with the disastrous repercussions of the growing gap between 

North and South. 
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?igurer may not mean much, but I rhould like to point out that behind the 

statistica lrhoring that 77 per cent of the population of this planet accounts 

for only 15 per cent of ita income in hidden the continuing tragedy and 

suffering of more than one billion human beinga living in abject poverty and 

destitution. In recent years we have all talked at length about the debt 

criaia. However, the debt problem not only persists but is becoming far 

uorae. What counta evea more than the fact that the total debt is in exceas 

of $1.2 trillion ia that during the last three years the net transfer of 

resources from developing countrirs to developed countries accauated for 

nearly $200 billion. I do not know who is helping whom! Equally 

catastrophic, in its effecta, ia the wall of protoctioniam that is erected. 

For agricultural and textile products alone, this costs the developing 

countries approximately $150 billion annually and further reduces their share 

of the world market, which has declined by about one fifth in recant years. 

Three years ago, from this very rostrum, I suggested that we could 

address the problem of development only by diverting funds from military 

expenditure. At that time this may have sounded like a Utopian’s dream. 

Today we all know that military expenditure, both in the developed world and 

in the developing world, can be dramatically reduced. Let us now translate 

what was then a dream into reality. 

Whatevar sums of money we may spend on development, however, will bring 

no results unless ve make sure that the products that we help the third-world 

countries to produce are allowed to reach consumers in the developed world. 

We know that free trade is the precondition for a healthy world economy, but 

the sad reality is that the Uruguay Round has still to be completed - with a 

delay of more than a year - and in the last few years, whilst the poor 
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countrior have bean openiag up their mark&r, the rich countrier have been 

erecting more aod mom barriorr. 

Environmental dertructioa im the other major danger that humanity is 

threatened with. Ironically, this ia a result of both uncontrolled 

development in the indurtrialired world and inadequate development in the 

developing world. Available data leave us no room for complacency, am the 

deteriorating rituation murt be arrested and reversed imnediately. The 

envfronmeat is the comnon heritage of mankind, transcending national 

boundaries. Its global nature requires global solutions. The Conference on 

the Environment and Development planned for 1992 is particularly important as 

it is expected to identify and develop global strategies to safeguard the 

future of clur planet. To achieve this, however, we need not only resolutions 

but alro large rums of mosey, which can be secured only through the 

establishment of an environment fund. 

The United Nations today enjoys a position of prominence in world 

affairs - no longer impeded by the East-West divide. - order to fulfil its 

role and meet the many challenges we are facing, the United Nations must not 

only have the support of all Member States - such support is indispensable - 

but also restructure and revitalire its organisation. We are heartened to 

note that in the area of peace-keeping we have seen the United Nations become 

actively involved in previously uncharted areas. The Republic of Cyprus knows 

better than most the invaluable services that the United Nations peace-keeping 

missions offer, and I wish to take this opportunity to express again our 

thanks and appreciation to the United Nations Peace-keeping Force in Cyprus 

(UNPICYP) and to all involved with its mission. 
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Over thm lamt decado the United Nations har bon fortunate to have am its 

Socrotary-Gonoral Xr. Javlor Per.8 do Cuellar. Throughout his tenure the 

United lationr bar been l toorod by an erporioncod and reasoned diplomat, whore 

dedication in advancing the purporsr and principle8 of the United Nation8 irr 

recognised by all. We congretulate him and wish him avery IBUCCOII in the 

f uturo . Cyprw has firrt-hand erperier~~o, over many years, of the skills and 

devotion that charactorfre the Secretary-General. and I wirh to take thil 

opportunity to reiterate our unflinching support for hir efforts to find a 

solution for the Cyprus problem. 

Our generation is witnessing an unprecedented acceleration of history, 

which affects all the fields of human erperienca. The end of the cold war has 

freed the world from the narrow confines of Power-bloc considerations. Yet 

permanent peace is not fully in our grasp. An international community working 

within a metamorphosed United Nations can combat the illrr and inequalities of 

our society. The United Nations, however, can be only as effective as the 

input that it receives from each and every one of us. 

Let us, then, show, here at this General Assembly, that the remnants of 

the past order of inequality and strife have been buried. In its place, 

permanent peace, security and development for all must be the guiding force of 

our future actions. We ourselves are the jury, and our verdict will determine 

whether we shall be freed to a better future or condemned to a more dismal 

past. 

!J@ PRESW (interpretation from Arabic): On behalf of the 

General Assembly, I wish to thank the President of the Republic of Cyprus for 

the statement he has just made. 

Mr. George Vaasiliou, President of theJ&yR&Jic of Cu~rus, was escorted 

. 
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STATBMBBT BY TBE PYBSIDENT 

mm (interpretation fron Arabic): I rirh ouce again to 

remind representativer that I em doing my boat to call our nnetinqr to order 

on time every day. If wo are not comittod to the dacirions to which the 

Assembly itself agreed earlier thir l o~liion, we rhall bo unable to complete 

our work on schedule. 

When I called thim mrninq’s meting to order, at 10.05, only 35 

delegations were in their places. Those deloqationr were: Albania, Algeria, 

Angola, Bahrain, Brazil, Canada, C6to d’lvoiro, Cuba, Egypt, Finland, Gabon, 

Germany, Greece, Iraq, Italy, Jordan, Kuwait, Lithuania, Mauritania, Mongolia, 

Pakistan, the Philippines, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Sudan, Thailand, 

Ukraine, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the Unitsd Arab Emir-ttes, 

the United States of America, Uruguay, Vanuatu, Viet Nam and Yemen. 

I thank those delegations, and hope that other delegations will follow 

their example. 

AGENDA ITEM 9 (-1 

GENERAL DEBATZ 

Hr. de HICHELIS (Italy): Allow me first of all, Sir, to extend to 

you the warmest congratulations of the Italian Government on your election as 

President of the Assembly, which reflect8 the international prestige enjoyed 

by your country, with which Italy has close and long-standing ties of 

friendship. Your personal qualities and experience augur well for the 

progress of work at this session of the General Assembly, which will have to 

deal with matters of pressing concern to the international community. 

I would also like to offer our most sincere good wishes to the seven new 

Member States, whose acknission promotes the principle of universality of the 
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United wationa, to which Itely complotoly l ub8crib.8. Wo thoroforo warmly 

wolconw the Republic of Erto:Aer the Ilopublic of Letvie, the Popublic of 

Lithuania, the Republic of KOrOe, the Domocretic Peoplo'r Republic of Korea.. 

the Rapublic of the Merrhell 18landr end the Fodoratad Btator of Wicronoria. 

Permit w  l loo to oxprorm my doeport approcietioa to the 

Sscretery-General, Mr, Perar de Cuoller, for tho continumr offortr ho he8 

made during tho pert ymer, a8 in t&o procoding nine yoarr, to promoco 

intornet?oael pence end jurtico end the priociplr8 of the United letionr. 

During the yoer that he8 l laprod rinco the leot Gonoral A88,rmbly 8e88ion, 

th8 Cheng88 8ot in motion by the welcome development of the reunification of 

G8rmaay have been f’urtbr COn8Olidated end etWplifi*d. The CO11lIp8e Of 

cornnunism ha8 been rorheping IEUrOpe. A merrivo political end inltitutionel 

restructuring i8 now in progre88, and it will hove profound repercurrions in 

the economic field a8 well. 

The threat of nUCleer hOlOCaU8t thst OV8r8hadOw8d our plsnet ha8 now 

abated. Armenwntr are DO longer the main solat of rrfmronce in r8lations 

among states. The ideological struggle - the competftion for world 

supremacy - which fortered the arm8 rac8 ha8 coaled to milt. This bear8 out 

the truth of the ancient m8xim, not alway he8d8d, that weapon8 in themsslves 

ar8 not the cau8e of war8 and tensions; rather they are a reflection of our 

ambition8 and our faar8. 

Rscent events in the Soviet Union matk an irreversible step forward on 

the road to democracy and n8w-found unity in Europe. They open up a new 8ra 

in global cooperation and creative friendship among peoples. 
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The Gulf war defeated tne strategy of liaddam Hussein, baaed on the 

stockpiling of weapon8 of mama destruction and on aggression. The 8UCCOI8 of 

the coalition sod thm action undertaken by the United Nations justified the 

difficult choice wo all made. Pailure to confront the Iraqi dictator would 

have meraly encouraged him to embark on new adventures. The United Nations 

conferred the seal of legitimacy on the international coalition and provided 

the instruments of an embargo and an ultimatum. To the Organiration we 

entrurt the implementation of measures to eliminate completely a military 

Power capable of inflicting further destruction and committing new acts of 

aggrerrion. We also hope to derive from this experience the incentive for a 

more generalised control over the transfer and proliferation of sophisticated 

weaponry and weapons of mass destruction. 

In the case of regional crises such as Cambodia, a solution in in sight, 

while the situations in Cyprus and Afghanistan remain difficult. And the 

moment of truth ha8 arrived for the parties involved in the Middle Bast. The 

Arab-Israeli conflict, revolving around the question of Palestine, continues 

to be a central issue, both politically and strategically. Porty year8 of 

rafuaals and denials on both sidea have erected a barrier that cannot be torn 

down overnight. 

There is still a long way to go, but clearly the next step is the 

conference on “territory-for-peace”, a phrase which represents the only 

possible outcome if due account is to be taken, titer &l_Fp. of the need to 

affirm, in this cane as in others - and giving equal weight to other 

principles at issue - the right to self-determination, to which we Europeans 

are particularly sensitive. It would be a pity if the two sides persisted in 

maintaining dogmatic positions now rendered obsolete by reality. The wrongs 
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nuffwod by the Palortiniaar nuat not be a protort for ~io1on~o, whllr the 

violence endured by the Jowr throuphout 60 much of their himtory lrhould be a 

proludo only to peace. Israol'l teak will be to tsko the firrt atop towsrdr 

normaliming relatioar with rurrouading couatrier. A conatructlve attitude OQ 

the matter of rettlomente In the occupied territories would be an important 

mtop too. In turn, the Irabr will hsvo to terminate the cempaign aimed at 

Iaraol’m liquidation. The territorier are not an Israeli conquest but the 

outcome of aggrerrion perpetrated againrt Israel. They are it0 ultimsto 

def mace. hey can, however, be replaced by other guarantee@. The war waged 

by the Arabr apaiast the Jews must end in a draw, ano agreements must be 

stipulated which the p0p10~ can accept end respect in the interest of peace 

and mcurity. 

It i8 to be hoped that no one rill want to take responsibility for 

undermining the mfforta of Presidsnt Bush and my colleapue. 

Secretary of State Baker. Those sfforts must be supported until they achieve 

the l ucceaa that haa eluded previous attempts. 
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The nor order still ham to bo built. We are keenly aware that we cannot 

shirk our rorpoaaiblllty in thir regard, and also realise that we have reached 

a point whom, for the flrmt time in tha history of mankind, the problems of 

our planet can bo tackled only on a global scale. 

The now order ia inevitable, because the old one is gone. Thin new order 

will have to be based on ruleB, principles and institutions accepted by all, 

and capable of ensuring the protection of fundamental human rights, the 

development of democracy, the peaceful settlement of disputes, united 

opporitioa to aggroraioo, the reduction of armaments, and freedom and justice 

for all peopler. In other worda, the new order must reflect the logic of 

integration aa againrt the logic of disintegration, dissension and intolerance. 

The choice of diuintegration may be justified in the light of reactions 

inspired by fear and insacurity in the wake of the collapse of the old order, 

while the DOW one that will succeed it is still uncertain. We see the two 

philosophies of integration and disintegration confronting each other in the 

very centre of Europe, where structures are falling apart, and trying to 

reorganirs on the basis of new rule8 and principlea. In Eaatern Europe 

millions of people are paying dearly for the diaastr3us consequences of false 

myths and ideolo9ies. It would be an illusion to think that mere reversion to 

democracy and a market economy can lead to rapid recovery in those countries, 

as long aa their society is in a state of dissolution. We West Europeans must 

first make available the wealth of experience and material re?>urces we have 

accumulated over the years. 

It would be inappropriate for us, as countries committed to liberal and 

social democracy, to erect a new wall to keep out others. We must be prepared 

for substantial financial sacrifices, whose dimensions Italy has repeatedly 

tried to quantify. 
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The main dangmr facinq the nor world order Im, in fact, thm creation of 

an imparsable gulf between rich and poor counttiee, botwQen the northern and 

the BouthQtn hQmirphQrQr. h truly new OtdQt must come to grip8 with the 

poverty end UndQrdQvQlopmQnt that lie at thQ root of the dinarray WQ IIQQ in 

the world today. OthQrwisQ, thQ flow of pOVQtty-•triCkQn ma8aQa towardr thQ 

industrialised world, from both thQ Eart and thQ South, will becomQ 

unstoppable. Thin flow, apurrsd by UncQrtain Qconomic ptospscts or 

unconttollQd dQmoqtaphic growth, would upsQt racial balancea that atQ ftagilQ 

and ptomotQ hostility among ths poor and Qgotirm among the rich. 

The SutopQ that has QmQrgQd from the cold war has sufficient tQlOUtCQIJ to 

help build a CtQdiblQ order capable of providing an accQptablQ lifQ, in their 

country of Origin, for thQ multitudes who are massing on it8 bordeta. 

I f  WQ hQQitQtQ WQ could WitDQQlI thQ QmQtCjQnCQ Of an intQtnatiOna1 

coQxistQncQ that is even hatahst and more pitiless than that QxpQtieocQd 

durinq the cold war years. WQ could also fail to attain our ObjQCtiVQ of an 

intQg*ated 8yUtQlll t0 tQpl8CQ the tragic divisions of the past. The trends 

towards fragmentation which we IQQ around us are numQtous and dangerous. 

Indeed, YQ ate only too familiar with them. 

First there is the problem of nationalism, which could plunge the 

restructuring of Europe - from the Soviet Union to Yugoslavia - into chaos. 

Europe is particularly vulnerable, aa it is haunted by historical mQmotiQ6. 

Verging at times on the obsessive. These memories make the very principle of 

self-detarmination hard to administer Qnd harmonize with other equally 

impo,tant principles. Everything wau simpler in the days of the balancs of 

nuclear power, and everything becomes more complex in the transition from 

dbtenm to integration. When the central authority of a totalitarian party 
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colISpS~o, local BatiOB8liUn and ethnic COnfliCta rOW.IrfaCOr and they thrOaten 

to msko oociaty uBgovornable. 

In Europe nationalism har caused bloodshed and destruction in the past, 

partly because there wall no political or morn1 authority capable of 

arbitrating conflict@. Today the situation is different. We have the United 

Nations. the Confmrenco on Security and Co-operation in Buropa, the turopsaa 

Collmunity and the Council of Curope, which are capable of reconciling 

solidarity with iBd@pend@nCe and integration with rampact for national 

idmntitiaa. and which, as in the case of the TWO~VO, serve as a mod.1 for new 

fedarationa. 

We must support those who are trying to form aaaociatioaa or 

confederations of free nations. Within individual countries, respect for the 

rights of minorities will assume a central role in ayntheairing the demands of 

self-determination and the needs of integration. Within our own borders, and 

specifically in Alto Adige, Itsly has constructed a model of autonomy which 

will be completed in the next few weeks, hopefully even before the end of this 

session. 

The Gulf war haa revealed another possible Source of fragmentation Sad 

discord between the West and the Arab world, We are not yet frsa of the 

danger of new holy warS and new typea of intolerance on the part of 

fundamentalists using religion SS a political meana. Here, too, we must make 

a distinction between a ju8tifiSble need for an identity, which serves a 

unifying function, and the belief that one ia a besieged minority holding the 

only key to enlightenment. This feeling produces a uiege mentality, fear of 

the outside world and the idea that evil ia embodied in a Single clearly 

identifiable enemy - either the State of Israel or the West as a whole. 
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Raciem aa a statutory norm will diaappear rith the demise of apartheid. 

But it poses a continuing threat to society, including our Western societies 

that are receiving a hoot of new inmigrants flocking to our cities in search 

of refuge, protection and hope. 

The pronouncement once made by the United Rations equating Zionism with 

racism is particulariy unacceptable at this juncture. It was made at a time 

when our Organisation was dominated by automatic, Hanichaean majorities, 

hostile in principle to the State of Israel. Any resolution that equates the 

quest for a homeland, an aspiration cossnoa to many European cultures 

undergoing a Risorgimento of their own, with an act of genocide is, to our ray 

of thinking, an aberration. We must ensure that this outrage is expunged from 

the annals of our Organiration. We, for our part, are conrnitted to seeing 

that this happens during the present session. 

Protectionism is the other grave danger threatening our future. If  the 

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade were to fail, regionalism would prevail 

over multilateralism, reducing trade to bilateral relations that could 

marginalize the poorer countries completely. I f  the current round of 

negotiations is not completed by the end of this year, the door will be open 

to all kinds of protectionist and autarchic schemes, somewhat tempered by 

fragile bilateral agreements that are subject to revision whenever there is a 

change in the economic situation. In a climate of protectionism it would be 

even more difficult, if not impossible, to undertake any major effort to 

integrate the third-world countries into the world economy or to give the 

newly emerging Eastern democracies easier access to free markets. The 

sacrifices demanded of these countries would appear even more unfair when 

compared with the selfish rivalries between the rich of this world. 
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The involvement ot the Security Council and the Socrotary-Conoral in the 

managemaat of the Yugorlav cririm im in itnelf a mign of the new tinnm we are 

living in and of the need for a dynamic interpretation of the role of the 

United Nations in situation6 which depart from the classical pattern of 

inter-State conflicta. 

The way in which the leading world Organisation handle8 the criris will 

test the United Ration6 capacity to play 8 peacemaking role even in much 

complex cane8 an that of Yugoslavia. 
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Yho aamo obviously applioa to the Suropsan Community, which inmdiately 

realised the rirks ariring from the Yugoalav crisis, and from the very outset 

has been reeking a peaceful solution in the framework of the principles 

snahrined la thm Charter of the United Nationa anU doveloped in the Charter of 

Parim, namaly, the right to aelf-determination, thm preservation of 

territorial integrity, and the protection of the rights of minorities. 

The adoption of resolution 713 (1991) by the Security Council reflects 

the broad intaruational consensus on the need to try all poarible mean8 of 

containing the Yugoalav crisis and encouraging the search for political means 

of settling it. It also completes, in an exemplary manner, a process that is 

clearly indicative of the growing complementarity of the various 

organirational levels at which international decision-making is conducted. 

First proposed by the Twelve, subsequently endorsed by 35 States 

participating in the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) 

and further developed with the involvement of the Western European Union, the 

initiative to promote peace in Yugoslavia is now enriched by the Very 

important contribution of the Security Council, and there is no doubt that 

with this development the international community's desire to see the Yugoslav 

crisis channelled into paths of peace will have! been fully satisfied. 

The successful achievement of integration will be contingent on the 

acceptance of rules and principles and the existence of institutions capable, 

not only of establishing them, but also of enforcing them. This is the 

constructive innovation that has been made possible precisely by the changes 

in Europe and other parts of the world. The prospect of universality 

supporting the United Nations is based on the affirmation of a new scale of 

common values, the first prerequisite of a democratic world order. We are 
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ltitDWSiD9 th. SppliCStiOD, also iD iDtar-8tSte ralations, Of that frwdom 

define6 by Kant as the OptiOD Dot to obay any law othsr than thosa to which 

000 has frooly consontsd. Uo are 9raduelly moving from gusrantess within the 

State to puarazrtess against the State, ovorcomiag the iliscrepsacy. too 

fre9uontly encountered in the past, betwen promises and fulfilwnt. 

This objective is being attaiD@d at the regional level, urd indeed is 

boi~g l ffectivoly achiovad in the EuropeaD context, but it is ~*.creasiD9ly 

bocopiag the m&tin task Of the United Nations. As w  have 80011 in the 

aftermath of the Gulf war, the right to iatorvsne for humsnitarisn sndc and 

for the protection of human rights is gainiog ground. This typs of 

iDtOrVsDtiOD has hCOW (111 w, aDd the DOst truly ianovative CODCOpt 

of the remainiD decade of this century. This aust bs the focal point of our 

offorts through the United Nations, which is also the main forw of the DOW 

wrld order. IDtervsDtion that is primarily aimed at securing protection of 

hm rights and respect for the basic principles of peaceful cosxist@Dca, is 

a prerogative of the international cosssuaity, which must have the power to 

susperrrd sovereignty whenever it is exorcised in a criainal manner. The 

international cormunity aust be on tha side both of desuxratically elected 

parlisaents and of oppressed nationalities, whether those emerging within the 

new Rurope, or the Kurds. 

It would be both understandable and useful if this process first occurred 

in a sraller geographical area, among more homogeneous countries, such as 

those belongi to the EUrOpMD C-unity and t&OS0 participating in the 

CSCE. There is no conflict here. ID fact, this regional approach end the 

global approach represented by the United Nations are complementary. 
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The mropeM Z'orruaity is mski~g its own oripinml contribution to this 

proc.88 and i8 bent on con8olidstirrg aud iwKOVilXJ the l ffectivew8m of its 

own arganiaation. If on. half of Europe, corrittod to adoptiaq a dmcrwic 

political l tructure and a nsrket l coaomy is rederigaod, tbo other half crnaot 

maintain the 8am old balaxes and prererve the inbtitutionr of tie part. 

The time ham come also to sdjurt the rtructuros and tmako of tha United 

tfstionr. Of courme, thir is not the firrt time the kuemtion ham beoa rairod, 

but now dircusrion of it has becomm inevitable in the light of the followiqj 

conrideratioamr 

?irrt, the sod of East-West rivalry, which paralysed the Organination'8 

sctivitier, and the risk, iotltead, of a more explorive Ilorth-South 

confrontation; 

Sectmd, the achievement of univerrality by the United Ilstions, enhanced 

by the moat recent admission8 of new Membera) 

Third, the restructuring of the international community. Such new form 

of supranationality a8 the European Community are emerging; 8 country ruch a8 

the Soviet Union, which will also become one of the supporting rtructuror of 

the new order, is being radically transformed; 

?ourth, the need to involve in our collective responsibility countrier 

that have hitherto played a role not comensurate with their iaportence, and 

that are now acquiring a new political and economic dimension and a nw 

awareno of their tasks; 

Fifth, the need to ensure that no single country or small group of 

countries can assume responsibility for constituting a sort of military arm of 

the new international order: 
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8isth, the di88emlnation of ~108 and principl.8 that are finally gaining 

univer8al accoptanco and could be l aforcad at a love1 8bovo national 

rovoreigntio8r 

Seventh, the tranrition to the globality of a world ry8tea governable 

only by a renovated United Nationa, complemented by other group8 of limited 

geographical dimenrionr, which will help to apply the 8ame principlor and 

rule8. 

Thorna idea8 could provide the ba8i8 for a pO88iblO r8organiration of the 

United 19ation8, which ahould be gradual in nature but entail Ch8IXJO8 in 

certain important provision8 currently in force. A8 rtructured at pre8ent. 

the United Ration8 afford8 a guarantee of, but 8Ol88ti&M8 imposer limit8 on, 

the governability of the world. An initial partial contribution i8 already 

contained in 8ome proporals presented informally by a group of countrio8, 

which we appreciate. But uq clearly need to 90 further. Italy, in purruance 

Of 8OJW earlier 8U9988tiOn8, considers that the following major poalr rhould 

b0 8OUght. 

On0 rhould be the elimination of all di8CrininatOry lrgguag0 from the 

Charter, especially that deriving from the Second World War, which 8eem8 even 

less acceptable now that the cold wbr is ovbr. I hwa inl n:ind thu rsfsurences 

to the 80-Called "onenp 6C:at.*7", which maaad those that viore dafent6d at that 

time. We intend t:c iauw8 a bpacific initiative is t$at connoctian, in 

consultation with the c;outtrisn ccocermd, at the earliest. oppcxtuaityr 

A aecontf goal should ba the cxpansiao of the Sactrrity Council, with tie 

iucrsass in rC41u :~wnber of .both permanent: and non-parmanent members, which 

wau.lr! ecit nncaws&ci!y entail ax~anding ths 13gtt of veto to all the new 

prmmiwtl membe ~8, 1% aropose that the selection of the latter should be made I 
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on the bsmim of objoctivo criteria, much am the mime of tbo couetry'm 

population and its gross national product. !fhe Security Couactl was firmt 

expanded in 1963 to take into account thm inctearo in the nunber of Me&er 

States. Since then, the nwnbermhip ham rimmn fra 113 to 166 - a 50 per cant 

iacreamo. This factor ir in itself rufficieat to rarrant - and indeed to rake 

necmrmary - an erpanrion of thim decirion-uking body of the Organisation, 

Since it ir reguired to make choice8 of major iqortance, the Security Council 

nurt fully reflect developrantr in intornatioaal l ociotyr 

A third goal should be the revirion of mm Chapter8 of the Chartor, much 

as Chapter VII. Bore, too, on the basis of recent experience ranging fror the 

Persian Gulf to Yugoslavia, and with the emergence of “,ho principle of activr 

intervention for humanitarian purposes that I referred to earlier, there im 

Mlple scope for iM0VationJ 

A fourth goal should be the introduction of a ryrter of weighted voting, 

in both the General Assembly and the Security Council. Thir im not a problelr 

to be dealt with now, but a distant prospect that cannot be overlooked if wo 

are to take #r+ore tinsly and effective deciIJion8. Various proposalm have also 

been made on this point in the past, and they could be urefully l tuated. 

On questions regarding the removal of references to “enmay Stater”, the 

expansion of the Security Council and the revirion of the Charter, Italy will 

be sulnnitting some written colnments in the course of this aesmion, a8 a 

contribution to our joint deliberations. 
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no resliao how difficult it in l imply to contomplato the chwma I have 

jurt outlined. I know it mean8 retreating from l atablimhed poritionr. qiving 

up some prerogativo8, and undertaking a redirtributioa of intornstional power 

to reflect the changer that have taken place in tba world in recent year@, 

particularly since 1909. 

Rut we bolleve that the task murt have seemed jurt am daunting to those 

who, nearly half a century ago, defined the principler l nrhrined in the Unlt.sd 

Nations Chartor in an atmorphere of enthusiasm and participation, not entirely 

free of illusiofis, at the end of the two conflict? tbat have divided the world 

during this century. 

Today, international realities an3 the expectation they geneFate give 118 

(h afrmflar manfilate, at the conclkrioa of a third world war, which w&e 

incomparably lose bloody than those that had preceded ft but which ham left ua 

a legacy crf risks and dangers no less serious. He would be remiss in our duty 

if we continued to apply the same rule8 and used the mame tcole am before. If 

there L to be a renewal, the United Nstiona must be overhauled. WQ nhould 

like this to be one of the messages sent by the General Assembly at ite 

present session. 

Hr. I4W.K (Austria) !interprstation from French): Austria takes 

great pleasure in welcoming seven now 3lefnbers to the United Nations. Estonia. 

Latvia and Litihuania displayed admirable courage sncY persistence over more 

than half 2 century and were finally able to recover their independence. We 

also hope that the joint admission of the Democratic People’s Republic of 

Korea and the Republic of Korea to tho United Nations - something we had 

supported for several years - will facilitate the unification process. 

Similarly, the admission of the Marshall Islands and the Faderated States of 
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Uicroaeria hrr brought UB cloror to the ultimnlr goel of &Ctaining true 

univorrality of rwtirrhip in the Uaitod Hstionr. 

Ue reldol have an opwrt.unity euch a# the one we have today of witnessing 

profound changer all over the world. We sll rtill have fresh in our minds the 

historic evonta that occurrod in Moscow, renultinq in what we Iwpe will be a 

docirive victory of denocrscy. human right8 and pluralirn over dictatorrhip 

and totalitarianian. The breakdown of totalitarian ideologies offera vaat 

opportunities for rhaping a new universal consensus on iaternationsl 

cooperat ion and peace. WCI mre entering a new era in international relations. 

At the same Lime, we murt respond to new chslPenge6 while the world is otill 

bedevilled by old, chronic problems. 

Human rights and fundamental freedoms have now been generally accepted as 

central principle8 for the future in8titutional evolv.tion of the society of 

nations Q In many societies. we can obsurve a basic reorientation towarda 

broad participation by the poop10 in decision-making proceases, towards a free 

eco-social market economy and towards democracy and political freedom. 

Within the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe, the 

principle has been establisher) that interest ahown in the safeguarding of 

humaD rights and fundamental freedoms cannot be rejected as interference in 

the internal affairs of another country. Austria has always vi- * ;--ualy 

supported this position. We shall endeavour to have this principle applied on 

a universal level as well. 

Violations of human rights, wherever they occur, cannot be tolerated. 

The United Nations should have the possibility to react quickly to serious 

human rights abuses and to prevent any escalation of such abuses. I propose 

that the Commission on Human Rights adopt an emergency procedure based on a 
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pernaaont togirter of l spertr - rho could be called “white helmetr” - at the 

CoadBrioa’r dimpoBltioa. 

Such an iatorrorrional omergency procedure could contain the folloria9 

elomentm 8 Upon tha receipt of information on 9rom, ramrive human righta 

violatlonr, the Bureau of the Comnisrion on Bumsa Right8 would rend a team of 

“white holmetm” into the country in quertion am quickly am pormiblo, which 

would be ark.6 to examim the mituatlon rapidly. The toam of “white holmetr” 

would submit a report to the Bureau of the Cormnismion together with 

conclusiona and recommendations, in order to initiate rpesdy action on the 

basis of existing mechanisms. yinally, the report of the “uhite helmtr” and 

the comnents of the Govsrnment concerned would be inacribsCW on the Agenda of 

the next session of the Comnission, which would decide un follow-up measurea. 

1 feel l ncoura9od to make thin proposal by the very important addrr’s 

delivered by the Secretary-General at the University of Bordeaux earlier this 

year. There, au well as in his annual report to the General Assembly, 

Secretary-General Javier Perot de Cuellar referred to a shift in public 

attitudes owing to heightened international intoreat in universaliring a human 

rights regime. 

The question of human rights and fundamental freedoms has become 

esaentially international; it ia of fundamental importance for the comaunity 

of nations. Respect for human rights must be one of the pillars of the 

international order. Therefore, concerns over human rights violations and 

inquiries with a view to safeguarding these rights cannot be considered 

interference in the internal affairs of a State. On the contrary, expressing 

concern in the area of human rights constitutes an important and legitimate 

element of international dialogue. 
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Article 1 (31, in conjunction with Articlor 55 and 56 of the Charter not 

only permit@ but obligem the United Uationr to monitor rerpect for human 

rights and fundamental freedom8 in sll partm of the world. The practice of 

the United Wationa to intorvono in the cam of reriour human rightm violations 

aa thay occur in many countrier corroboratea that vier. 

The Security Council, in an unprecedented resolution, har thur dercribed 

the reprorrion of the civilian population in Iraq a8 a threat to intarnationsl 

peace and recurity. Thir docirion ir in my view a rileatone in the history of 

our Organisation. It will rot an important precedent for our future work. 

Uajor progrorm bar been achieved during the past 12 montha with regard to 

making our global rynten of collsctivo aocurity more affective. Austria hns 

actively cooperated with the international conununity in promptly implementing 

the Security Council’r deciriona with regard to the Iraqi invasion cf Kuwait. 

In this context, Austria allowed coalition forces to fly over and transit 

through Aurtrian territory. 

The liberation of the individual now under way in Central and Eastern 

Europe is accompanied by the rising quest for national identity. Liberation 

from an oppressive OyEtOm must not, however, be followed by renewed 

subjugation to the destructive forcea of nationalism and ethnic hatred. We 

deeply deplore the bloodahed, human suffering and destruction caused by the 

fighting over the past months in Yugoslavia, especially in Slovenia and 

Croatia where the peoples have pronounced themselves in a democratic vote in 

favour of independence. We demand that the escalating spiral of violence, 

which may also be reaching Bosnia-Herzegovina, be stopped without further 

delay. The initiativea of the European Community, which has taken the lead to 

contain the crisis, have our full support. Ultimately, however, the entire 
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intarnat1onal conaunlty rharam in the roaponalbility to bring the srmed 

conflict in Yugorlavia to an end. 

In the yearr 1967 to 1989, Aurtria, together uith the othor memborr of 

tho European Free Trade Amrocistiou, supported tho Yugoslav efforts to reform 

their l ~~r~~my, which YDR to be the fundamental barir for a democratic State. 

Pogrottably thim proce~m of democratisatloa haa unfolded at uaovoa l pood. Ita 

adrvancomont warn rpeedior in the various republics than it warn at the fodoral 

1~01, whore it was not poraible to hold democratic electiona. Thur, already 

in early 1991, Ur. Jovic, then Chairman OF the Yugoelav Preridency, had to 

l tato that tho constitutional organs of Yugoslavia were no longer functioning. 

The balance aheet of the current tragedy in YuQo8lavia amounta to 

220,000 rofugseat numerous towns and villages have been destroyedt the 

aggression by Sorbiao irregulars in collusion wit11 the federal army has caused 

untold suffering to tho civilian popul&tion in Croatia. The army is no longer 

under the political control of the Government, as was stated by Mr. Uarkovic, 

Prime Minister of the federal Government. 

raced with this intolerable situation the current Chairman of the 

Presidency, Mr. Stipe t&sic, felt obliged to turn to the President of the 

United liationr Security Council asking for the intervention of the world 

Organiastion. 

Thi8 state of affairs led ua to conclude that thia situation constitutes 

a threat to ioternationnl peace and security. On 19 September 1991 Austria 

therefore brought the matter before the Security Council. The unaoimoua 

adoption of resolution 713 (1991) confirms once again, after the Gulf 

conflict, the capacity of the Security Council to act ql.ickly in the case of a 

grave international crisis. The supreme orqan of collective security decided 
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to impose an wnbargo on all arm rhipmeatr to YugorXavla. It almo iaruod an 

urgent appeal to all psrtior to the conflict to obmrvo the coamo-fire. Thir 

strict obrorvance of the cearo-fir@ is emrootial mince it makem it poraiblo 

for the European regional mechanisms to continue their effort8 torardm a 

peaceful rsttlement of the criaim. Thur the Security Council ham alro 

indicated that its action cannot rmliovo the luropoan regional organiaationr 

of their rerponribility. 

The rriftnerr and determination with which the Security Council took its 

decision in this matter confirm that the Austrian initiative to bring the 

heart-rending crisis of Yugoslavia before the world organ of collective 

security was well-founded. 

We are convinced that the future cosxiatence of the peoples of Yugoslavia 

will have to be based on the following principles: absolute priority for 

strict compliance with the obligation regarding the non-use of force1 

realixation of the right to self-determination in line with the desires 

expressed by the Yugoslav peoples; renunciation of any change by force of 

borders between the Yugoslav republicst full and integral application of the 

obligations contained in the Paris Charter for a New Europe concerning 

pluralism and democracy, the rule of law ,nd respect for human rights; and 

binding agreements concerning protection for all minorities and effective 

guarantees for the equal participation of all sectors of the population in the 

political process. 

Austria supports the efforts to launch the peace process in the Middle 

East and especially welcomes the announcement made by the Presidents of the 

United States and the Soviet Union that they intend to convene a peace 

conference in the coming month. At this stage, where there are still 
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important obstacles, we must redouble our efforts to overcom them. We deem 

it vitally important to develop a positive dynamism towards peace. Por t&is 

reason we appeal to all parties 00ttOO~~Oa to bec0m part of this process and 

to ahow a maximum amount of flexibility and responsibility. 

We are perfectly aware that such a conference would constitute only the 

first step on the way to a comprehensive peace settlement ia the Middle l3ast 

based on Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973). In our view. 

in addition to the core issues of the Arab-Israeli conflict and the 

Palestinian guestion, a lasting solution would have to include the following 

elements t a discussion of all problems in the region in a broadly based 

political dialogue; efforts towards arms control and disarmament in the field 

of conventional arms, a8 well as the elimination of weapons of mass 

destruction; endeavours to control and reduce international arms exports; and 

renewed efforts to revive the dialogue between the European and Islamic worlds. 
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I rhould like to turn now to our relation8 with our neighbour Italy, and 

specifically to tho application of the Agreement between our tuo countries 

signed on 5 September 1946 in Paria, concerning the protection of the 

German-speaking minority in South Tyrol. On the basis of roaolutiona 

1497 (XV) and 1661 (XVI) adopted by the General Aaaombly at ita fifteenth and 

sixteenth aoaaiona, Austria and Italy agreed in 1969 to adopt a now autonomy 

status for South Tyrol. The two countriea agreed upon 137 MSSuCOS t0 be 

taken in favour of the minority, of which three essential meaauroa atill await 

implementation. Irurthermore, agreed solutions remain to be found to several 

bs’sic claims that originated after 1969, and that, in view of internal 

development8 which occurred in Italy, have an impact upon the l ffectivoneas of 

the 1946 Agreement. 

Over the last years, I wa8 able to inform thia A~aembly that Italy had 

given proof of an incseaaing understanding of the aspirations of the South 

Tyrolean minority. During the last months, however, very little substantial 

progress touarda bringing this controversy to a formal end was made. 

There are many voices in Europe today calling for self-datermination and 

increased regional autonomy. Therefore, it ia all the more necessary to 

implement those last measures which I have just mentioned and which have been 

ao often promised. If ue take into consideratiun the profound changes that 

have occurred elsewhere in Europe, it should be possible, on the basis of the 

mutual confidence between Italy and Austria, which has grown stronger over the 

years, to create autonomy for South Tyrol and to secure it against any 

unilateral modification. Austria would then finally be able to certify to the 

United Nations that the controversy dealt with in the aforementioned 

resolutions has been resolved. This model for the protection of an ethnic 
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group could ~)orva as an inspiration for the rattlemeot of similar problemr, (18 

has just been mentioned by the Hinirter for ?oreign Affairs of Italy, 

Mr. Cianni de Michelir. 

The new etmorpherr of cooperation which we are witnessing ID 

1nternationsl relation8, erpecislly in Bsrt-Weat relations, offers additional 

opportunitior for multilateral disarmament negotiationr. We have welcomed the 

initiatives taken thir year in the field of chemical weapons. The 

unconditional renouncement of any UII~ of chemical weapon8 upon entry into 

force of ths chemical weapons convention will represent an impor,ant atop 

towards the global abolition of this category of weapons. Austria haa 

intensified its efforts with a view of contributing to the conclusion of the 

negotiations in Geneva by the middle of next year. In this context, I should 

like to reiterate that Austria would be pleased to be host to the organfration 

on the prohibition of chemical weapons. 

Conventional disarmament efforts will be globally effective only if the 

resulting exceas stocks of conventional weapons do not enter the international 

market. Austria supports, therefore, the initiative taken by member States of 

the European Community to establish within the United Nations a register of 

conventional arm8 transfers. Austria stresses the non-discriminatory 

character of such registers. By contributing to confidence-building, such a 

register would also make for greater transparency in the international arms 

trade. 

The concept of security has long transcended the narrow definitions of 

military security. Economic, social and environmental factors play an 

increasingly important role. 
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The Uoitod Nationx Conference on Environment and Development is of 

eninont importance in thir context. The acceptsnce of environmental 

conxiderationr not only aa a conrtraint but ex a central objective of 

dovolopmnt will have a profound impact on our economiex, energy u8e systems 

and economic relationxhipm. It will, therefore, be helpful to concentrate on 

concrete propoxals in the preparation of this conference. I am thinking, for 

instance, of our proporal made during the forty-fourth session of the General 

Arrembly to rend “Green Helmets” to intervene under a system of dispute 

prevention and l ettlement concerning the environment. 

We underrtand the appeal of wreturning to San Francisco" a8 an invitation 

to look more creatively at the baric provfrions of the Charter of the United 

Nationa. 

The Secretariat plays an important catalytic role ax the very soul and 

xpirit of the world Organixation. I wish to pay a special tribute to the 

Secretary-General of the United Nations. Mr. Perer de Cuellar. who has most 

rkilfully xteered the Unit& .ations to a central position in the community of 

nations. 

The General Assembly would need a better scheduling and organization of 

ita work, a reduction of its agenda an3 an improved institutional response to 

the growing need for the intersectoral and interdisciplinary analysis of 

issues. 

We highly appreciate President de Marco's initiative!! in this respect and 

hope that they will be followed up. 

The Economic and Social Council has been the subject of reform efforts 

for a long time. Important improvements have been achieved. New 

opportunities may offer themselves for considering and monitoring the issue of 
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"envirotwmnt" and "dQVQlogQQent". IraginstivQ thinking and conrtructivo policy 

will be required ia the cootoxt of the Ill0 Cooforonco. 

In view of the challenge that naa-redo and natural diaaatarr con8titutQ 

to mankind, it i8 l 88Qntial that thQ UnitQd Nation8 machinery tm radQ norQ 

responsive to thQ8Q nOQd8. hU8ttiQ iQ rQViQWiBg it8 OVll nQtiOI3Ql 8trUCtUrQ8 

in order to providQ IBOrQ QffQCtiVQ 8UppOtt to United htiOn8 OpQratiOII,. 
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Austria walcomem the enhanced to10 the Unit9d Nations has r9cently 

amrumd in the aroa of social dw9lopwnt, trim prevention and, abovs ~11, 

int9rnational drug control. Drug problems in particular afflict all numbers 

of th9 int9rnational community and all classes of society. Compr9henriv9 and 

d9t9rminsd measures ar9 required to combat this curs9 of modern society. 

In ord9r to facilitate a further extension of th9 Unit9d Rations 

activities in Vienna, Austria has decided to construct at its own 9npense 

additional office space in the Vienna International Centre for ths us9 of the 

Unit9d Nations. 

In conclusion, I should like to offer my congratulstions and very best 

wishes to you, Mr. Prerident. I am certain that under your ah19 leadership 

the Assembly will accomplish its important deliberations most efficiently. 

wpz (Yugoslavia): I should like firat to extend my sincere 

congratulations to Ambassador Shihabi, a good fri9nd of mine and a prominent 

diplomat, on his election as President of the forty-sixth session of the 

United Nation9 General Assembly. 

I should also like to express my highest appreciation to the 

Secretary-General of the United Nations, His Excellency 

Javier Perez de Cuellar, for his outstanding report, which outlines our hopes 

and dilemmas and charts our future courses. In the same spirit, I should like 

to avail myself of this opportunity to pay a tribute to the Secretary-General 

for his exceptional and tireless endeavours ov9r the coura9 of the past 10 

years in favour of peace and better understanding among all human beings, 

peoples and nations throughout the world. 
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It ir al80 with great pleasure that I join du welcoming coven be)l State8 

to the wrld Organisation. I congratulate tha Rsrpubllc of Korea, the 

Democratic PaopXe’r Popublic! of Itoros, the Republic of Lithuania, the Republic 

of Latvia. the Rslp'ui~lic of Bs'ronis, the ?ederatwd State8 of Micronsais and the 

Republic of the Uarrhall Irlands on joining the great family of the United 

Rations. 

The event8 that have taken place in the world rince the last session of 

the General A88embly are dramatic and imposing, im3eed. Today, I have choren 

to speak about today’8 wrld of great expectation8 and new viatar and about 

new challenger, risk8 and uacertaintiest about Yugoslavia aI) an integral yet 

sombre part of Europaa~ an& world changes; ab+?ut the new world order and 

global atability at the close of the tmatiath century; and &out the United 

Ratiorm, a8 the key inrtrument of a world that is being integrated on a new 

basin. 

We have enterad a Dew wra in international relationa, The changes OD the 

world political 8cene are far-reaching and irreverhibfe. me end of the cold 

war has urhered in an altogether new age of freedom and democracy. Bipolar 

ideolo9ica1, political and military cctifrontations belong to the past. 

However, this new epoch raises neu questious. It is itmmbent upon us to find 

proper anawr8. 

The dramatic day8 io the Soviet Union that shook tho world brought about 

a major turnabout of this century. Tks fundamental transformations in that 

country that led to the birth of the “new thinking” have accel<:**ed the pace 

of history, but they have also shed light on the complexity of the options for 

peace and progres8, freedom and democracy. 

New realities call for new answers. How do we bridge the enormou8 

disparities in the social and eccr~~!rr;ic spheres? How do we affirm the new 
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values and remove tha causes of no*f divisions and retrogressive tronds7 HOW 

do WC carry out the much-needs& racial trnusP~9rmations and ovorcoma t.ho ofton 

concomitant extremism, nationalien and other degenerative tendmacies? Row do 

we meat the dsnando of a propulsive economy, human rights and social jurticw 

and avoid the undercurrents of new totalitarian rystemr that feed on human 

misery and povert-y? 

The challeagss are many. They call for political, economic and 

intellectual efforts at all levels - national, subregional, regional, 

continental and global. 

You have all known Yugoslavia well, aver since the timrp when, as a membar 

of the victorious anti-nari coalition, it wes mong the first to sign the 

United Hations Charter, or when it was the “first dissident” of Europe. You 

knew it in the period of the cold war as a non-aligned State not part of any 

bloc. You also remember it from the days of the contemporary world’s and 

Europe’s major trlals and challenges. You recall it as a country that has for 

decades been a factor of European stability. 

Now, Yugoslavia has become a matter of concern for many international 

forums and for its friends worldwide. 



As is well-known, the Yugoslav crisis was on the Security Council*s 

agenda two days ago, and a resolution was adopted. At that meeting, I stated 

that today's Yugodavia was a great threat to itself and thus, in a way, was a 

threat to a larger area. It could hardly be expecLad of a representative of a 

country actually to accuse himself. Iiowever, I find nothing unusual about 

that. This Organisation aad its Security Council stand for and protect peace, 

freedom and prosperity for all. peoples, nations and countries of the world. 

That is exactly nhr we should speak up here even about our own problems and 

challenges and, on this basis, seek support and help. 

I presume that the main points of the resolution on Yugoslavia are 

geaerallp known: the Security Council fully supported the efforts undertaken 

by t&i European Conmmnity - under the auspices of the Conference on Security 

and Cooperation in Surops (CSCB) and consistent with its principles - to 

restore peace and dialogue in Yugoslavia, through the Conference on Yugoslavia 

and the mechamituas set forth within it; the Security Council appealed urgently 

to, aad encouraged, all parties in Yugoslavia to settle their disputes 

peacefully and through negotiation within the frumework of !fhe Eague 

Conference: the Security Council decided that all States should imediately 

implement a general and complete embargo on all deliveries of weapons and 

military eguipment to Yugoslavia; and called on all States to refrain from any 

action which might contribute to increasing tension and to impeding or 

delaying a peaceful and negotiated outcome to the conflict in Yugoslavia. 

As can be seen, we both initiated and welcomed the peace action of the 

European Conetunity, the CSCE aud the Uni::ed Nations. It certainly did not 

imply that me harboured hopes that someone else would take over our 

responsibilities. On the contrary, for us, it merely implied an additional 

commitment to do only what we should, aad must do for ourselves. 
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We do not wimh to jumtlfy. nor could we jumtlfy and l rplala the current 

Yu9oslav drema even with some undenlsble facts! clr8t. that it la an integral 

part of the turmoil that ham beset Central and famtern Europe, tho Soviet 

Union and other parts of the world in recent yearm, and that, due to the 

hlrtorlcal, political and ethnic differences involved, the Yugoolav crisle hsa 

an additional and numt tragic component; and, mocond that tho treqody of my 

country lm the mum and substance of the problems thst plaquo luropo and the 

world of the post-cold-war era. 

After al: that has happened it is obvious that Yugoslavia should be 

redofined. We have to find a formula that would both recoqnlro legitimate 

national asplratlonm and contemporary needs for integration on a new basis. I 

bellrve that there is hope for such an outcome. Though still fragllo, the 

breakthrough made two days ago, through the agreement on the lmplomentatlon of 

a cease-f ire. is an encouraging step forward. 

As I said the day before yesterday, we fully recognlre that our crisis 

f” 
ohould in no way endanger anyone, particularly not those cloreat & US, our 

neighbours. But it implies that it is our neighbours who should, for their 

part, be understanding and patient where our problems are concerned. Only the 

day before yesterday, a colleague of mine, the Foreign Minister of Albania, 

Hr. Kapllani, did just the opposite. He poured 011 on the flames. Al though 

Mr. Kapllanl devoted tnree full pages of his statement to my country, I myself 

will make no further conunent. 

At the end of this part of my speech, I am genuinely prompted to thank, 

once again, all those who showed friendly concern and feelings for the 

Yugoslav peoples at the hard times they are going through. 
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Parhnpa the Yu9oalav crisis. a teat for the new European and world 

architecture. could host mirror the interdependence of national, rsglonal, 

continental and global rtsbility. The Europe of the Parir Charter, concerned 

so much with the individual and hir righta, ir stable only In interaction with 

the entire world. That is lurope’r authentic contribution to the emergence of 

the now civilixation of peace. The process of global rextructurlag is under 

way. It requires utmost sensitivity not only in the l pherea of political 

transformation, but alro in the economic and aocial onea. Otherwise, the 

existing dirparitier might be further deepened. Therefore, even after the 

bipolar world has ceased to exist, the goals and potential8 of the policy of 

non-alignment are not exhausted. Quite the oppoxite, the non-aligned policy 

now has new motivation. 

It is logical that the old system should be diemantled, first and 

foremost, by those who built it on the postulates of ideological influence and 

military might. However , the emerging system of international relations 

should not be overshadowed by new supremacies. World forcer and influences 

are neither expected to be, now could they be symmetric. But globally the new 

world architecture will not be sustainable without due inputa and influences 

of all factora. 
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A new world order bared on peace and democracy, freedom and equality, 

stability and development should apply to all. Daly universality can ensure 

itn lest.inq nature; and only participation of all, itm viability. 

The order that guarantees peace and security to the entire international 

comnunity requirme both participation and responsibility of the world’s 

majority l mbodimd in the non-aligned countrier. My colleague the ?oreign 

Minister of Ghana, Mr. Asamoah, spoke about thir with competence only 

yesterday. 

The world of economic devalopment and prosperity is incompatible with the 

poverty and stagnation of the developing world, to wtlich moat of the 

non-aligned countries belong. It is illusory to expect an even and perfectly 

balanced global development, but equally unrealistic to project a world 

development if some lack opportunities for expansion. 

A civilisation having the individual and his human and civil rights as 

ita supreme values needs free and stable societies - democracy, but also sound 

economic and social prospects. And last but not least, the environment, which 

has been taken for granted for so long, now, in the new world order, requires 

true global concern and connnon protection. 

For all these reasons, I have recalled the purpose and the potential of 

the policy of non-alignment. The name given to that policy and to the 

movement behind it might be outdated, but the principles and goals it stands 

for certainly are not. They are compatible with all ongoing positive 

processes in today’s world - with the progress in the field of disarmament and 

the signature of the START Treaty: with the progress of negotiations on 

chemical weapons; with the general approach in favour of enhanced controls of 

conventional arms transfers; with the ongoing processes of defusing the 
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regional crises and with the constructive dialogues underway; with the 

effective role played by the United Nations, under the Charter, in cases of 

threats to peace, breaches of peace or acts of aggression, as in the case of 

the recent Gulf crisis: and with the painstaking efforts invested in the 

longest lasting world crisis - the Middle East crisis and the Palestinian 

question - so that we may IIQW already speak in ten'nS Of a peace Conference, a 

meeting of all the factors involved, including the Palestine Liberation 

Organization. 

Today we speak of the rebirth of the United Nations and its return to the 

blueprints of 1945. By putting an end to bloc confrontation and embarking 

upon the process of negotiation, the major world Powers have made an enormous 

contribution to the revitalisation of the world Organization and its Charter. 

Now the United Nations has a unique opportunity to become an even more 

important forum absorbing momentous uorld changes and channelling the positive 

tendencies. a forum dealing with all fundamental and crucial issues affecting 

the interests Of the entire interDatiOna1 COnBIIUnity - in short, tQ become the 

linchpin of the new world order. 

The United Nations can truly be a place for accommodating interests in 

establishing and expanding regional organizations and mechanisms in the field 

of security aa cooperation, as well as in the political, economic, 

environmental and cultural spheres. Today security is integral not only in 

its global and regional, political and military character, but also in its 

economic and social character, including human rights in particular. 

Through the world Organization, the great Powers and the developed 

countries can effectively coordinate mutual efforts to eliminate the vestiges 

of the CQld war, fn particular in the field of nuclear and any other 
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disarmament. Through the world Organisation we can all influence sffectively 

the resolution of regional crises, the creation of integrative structure8 and 

mechanisms, and comprehensive economic and technological development. 

In brief. through the United Nations, and more specifically through the 

cooperation of the General Assembly and the Security Council, we can all join 

in establishing the new world order. and thus in translating the common option 

for peace, security, stability, democracy and development into reality - not a 

reality for some, excluding the others, but a reality for all. We have the 

rich experience of the past 46 years to draw upon. We believe that the world 

can and must change for the better. This is why we are here today. 

Mr. PPAHIMI (Algeria) (interpretation from Arabic): It is a 

pleasure and an honour for me to extend to you, Mr. President, our 

congratulations on your assumption of your office, which reflects our 

unanimous recognition of your qualities. This is a tribute said to you by the 

forty-sixth session, as an expression of the high esteem with which it regards 

the values you stand for, and a reaffirmation of the Organisation's confidence 

in your country, in recognition of the outstanding role it has been playing in 

this Organisation from the very beginning. 
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This is a happy opportunity for me to convey the congratulations of Algeria to 

the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, to which we are bouad by a heritage of culturm, a 

common destiny and ties of constructive fraternal cooperation. As head of the 

Algerian delegation, I aad my delegation will always be at your aide to 

support you in the disoharge of the noble and major task entrusted to you. 

You have succeeded your predecessor, Mr. de Marco, tb8 Minister for 

Foreign Affairs of Malta, rho bad demonstrated exemplary devotion in the 

S8niC8 of world peace at one of the most critical times in th8 history of the 

Organisation, and I would sincerely comend him for his efforts. 

I also wish to express our appreciation to the Secretary-General, 

Mr. Perez d8 Cuellar, who has spared no effort in upholding the values of 

peace throughout th8 world and who has lent his outstanding style to the work 

of the Organisation. Because of his tireless efforts in the service of the 

purposes and principles of this Organisation, he deserves the thanks and 

appreciation of the entire international comnunity. 

Our Arwmbly at this session has seen the admission to membership of 

seven new Wmbers, and we warmly welcome the Democratic People's Republic of 

Korea, the Republic of Korea, Lithuania, Estonia, Latvia, the Federated States 

of Micronesia and the li?krShi¶ll ISlandS. We wish their people8 stability and 

prosperity and we will COOperate with them within this Organisation and in all 

fields. 

The rapid events that we bave seen recently remind us of the v811-known 

idea that chang8 is the Only constant elb~alt in history. Indeed the COllapSe 

of the Berlin wall, the disappearance of au enormow military bloc overnight 

and th8 intensive endeavours to reCOn8truCt the EurOpeas home in an atM8ph8r8 

thst is charged with hope and dangsr at one and the same time - all these and 
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snauy other events as well have brought to au end au historic phase that was 

based on bipolarity in international relations. Thus change has become the 

decisive word in all that is written or said in assessing the world 

situation. The terminology and ideas of the cold war era are no longer valid 

in describing that situation. However, while there are now peoples that are 

masters of their own fate, peoples that are able to chart their own future and 

ensure their security and prosperity, we must admit that there are vast 

regions of the world whose peoples are at the mercy of crises and problems and 

even wars. Those peoples. which wonder what the future holds for them, 

constitute the overwhelming majority of humanity. So far, they have not seen 

positive changes in their material or moral situation as a result of the 

historic changes that have taken place. Therefore, the question that is being 

asked insistently is: how can we move forward from the cold-war era, which 

has ended, to the new international order of which there is so much talk 

nowadays? We believe that the United Nations is at the same time the proper 

framework and indeed the only means that we can use if we wish to attain the 

goals and realise the aspirations of all and defend everyone's interests in an 

atmosphere of trust and equality between all countries, whether rich or poor, 

strong or weak, preserving absolute respect for the principles on which this 

Organisation was built, and the goals it has set for itself. 

Turning to the Gulf crisis, this was a sore trial for the United Nations. 

because it led to an upheaval in the Arab world and has left an aftermath in 

the region which will be felt by the reqion and its peoples for a long time, 

because this aftewth is not confined to the bloodshed and tbe destruction of 

tremendous material resources. The United Nations is now working to deal with 

the causes which led to the eruption of that crisis in the Gulf, so as to 
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avoid the repetition of a similar traqedg, to safequard the sovereignty of all 

States of the reqioa and their independence, to repair the damage that has 

been done and to restore rights. 

Howwer , the credibilitg of the Organiratiorr requires urgently that 

actions that are undertaken within the framework of the Organisation do not 

lead to the punishment of a people which has been the primarg victim of this 

traqedg whose consequences the international cosrnunitg is trying to 

eradicate. To be clear, we appeal to this Organisation and all States working 

in this content to see to it that the suffering of the people of Iraq is 

alleviated and that the sanctions that have been imposed on it are lifted as 

soon as possible. 

We have known for a long time now that the question of Palestine and the 

question of South Africa are two problems vhich have a colonialist character. 

The consideration of this question is more difficult than the examination of 

ang other similar questions. The two crises have seen parallel. developments 

over the years, but nou we are witnessing positive changes, which are very 

encouraging, in the case of South Africa, vhereas the situation remains 

critical and complicated in the case of Palestine. I call upon this Assembly 

to consider this disparitg. I also call upon the Assembly to analyse the 

causes of this disparitg and to draw the necessary conclusions. Personally, I 

believe that the main cause of this disparity stems from the fact that the 

firm position of collective solidarity adopted by the international community 

. . . I- - vis the minority in South Africa was the reason that made the Pretoria 

regime bow to the will of the international couanunity, change its policies and 

move towards a position that is more compatible with the requirements of the 

aqe and international legality. 
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As for Paleatiae, the policy of tolerance and connivance adopted by the 

major States - ptatee that have influence on Israel and its daily excbanea - 

has encouraged the Ieraeli lead1 re to persist in this well-known intransigence 

and to disregard all re8olutions end international conventions. Thus, on the 

one hand, the international pressures that were brought to bear on the white 

minority in South Africa have led to the independence of Namibia, the release 

of Nelson Mandela, the abolition of the basic laws of the apartheid regime, 

the closing down of the infamous Pobben Island prison, and the emergence, aa a 

result of all this, of a political climate that justifies optimism with regard 

to the future of that country, even if the skies there are not completely 

cloudless. On the other hand, Iarael persists in ita extremist intransigent 

policies. Its repreaaive practices are being escalated daily. Some time ago, 

Arab Jerusalem, as well aa the Golan Heights, were annexed, and southern 

Lebanon is still under occupation. The Geneva Conventions are still being 

flouted. Palestinian lands are being confiscated every day. Thousands of 

Jewish immigrants are coming in from the Soviet Union and other regions. 

Settlements are being erected in all the occupied Arab territoriss, and every 

time the Palestinian and Arab sides make concessions, Israel, for its part, 

imposes conditions and makea new demands. 

Today, we are told that, in the context of the new international order, 

and in the wake of the Gulf crisis, the question of Palestine in particular 

and the Middle East conflict in general will find some solution in tote1 

respect for international law and in keeping with the Charter and the 

resolutions of the United Nations. 
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From our point of vien, the current efforts to achieve dyaamic action 

leading to a comprehensive and just solution of the Arab-Israeli conflict are 

very important, and we appreciate the efforts of all the participants. But, 

despite sll these efforts, the Palestinian people does nat find therein even 

the minimum of its aspirations. We fear that the tolerant attitude that the 

international community adopts towards Israel may prevent those initiatives 

from having any positive results. 

Today, the legitimate representatives of the Palestinian people are 

meeting in the capital of my country. They are doing all they can to shoulder 

their responsibility to facilitate the emergence of the solution for which ve 

all hope. 

Everyone knoua that m country supports the Palestinian people. We have 

alwsys supported all peoples that have been victims of repression and have 

fought for their independence and dignity. We recognise the PLO ea the 

legitimate representative of the Palestinian people, just as we recognise the 

African Rational Congress, which has raised high the standard of atruqgle 

against the apartheid regime in South Africa. We still give assistance to the 

PLO, just as we continue to support the liberation movement in South Africa. 

We support the efforts to arrive at a just and lasting aolution to the 

Middle East crisis. At the same time, we support the vork that is being done 

to lay the foundations for rsal democracy, under which an end vi11 be put to 

the domination of the white minority regime in South Africa. We are fully 

prepared to shoulder our responsibilities by participating in the peace 

conference on the Middle East if ve am firmly convinced that our 

participation vould really contribute to the attainment of a just peace for 

all end, in particular, for the Palestinian people. 
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The negotiations on $isarmamnnt have led to achievements which we 

welcome. We sincerely hope that the efforts that are being made in varioua 

fields will continue with a view to achieving the goals that are set down in 

the many General Assembly resolutions concerning disarmament. 

It is with satisfaction that we draw particular attention to the major 

progress that has been made in the Geneva Conference on Chemical Weapons. 

Algeria expresses its appreciation of these positive developments and takes 

this opportunity to announce its accession to four treaties: the Protocol for 

the Prohibition of the Use in War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous or Other Gases 

and of Bacteriological Methods of Warfare; the Treaty on the Prohibition of 

the Bmplacement of Nuclear Weapons and Other Weapons of Mass Destruction on 

the Sea-Bed and the Ocean Floor and in the Subsoil Thereof; the Convention on 

the Prohibition of Military r any other Hostile Use of Bnvironmeatal 

Modif ication Techniques; and the Treaty on the Principles Governing the 

Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, including the 

Moon and Other Celestial Bodies. This is the first stage of Algeria's 

contribution to the collective effort that is needed if the aspirations of the 

United Nations and those of the peoples of the world in the various fields of 

disarmament are to be realited. 

For three years now, the countries of the Arab Maghreb have been 

implementing a constructive project that is of great interest to all countries 

of the region. It is now passino through a new stage, uhich seeks to 

consolidate the basis of the union and its institutional infrastructure, qs 

well as its consultative and executive bodies. The plan for Xaghreb unity 

seeks to consolidate peace in the region, and its goals are influenced 

objectively by every effort to consolidate peace, stability and cooperation in 

the Arab world - in Africa and in the Mediterranean basin. 
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Due to the adoption by the Security Council resolution 690 (1991) which 

established the United Nations Mission for the Referendum in Weatera Sahara to 

monitor the Sahraoui people's referendum for aelf-determinaticm, we are 

moving, et lest, towards a final solution to that dispute. It is rmceaaary 

that the settlement process be carried out within the timeframe established by 

the United Nations, and the parameters envisaged, that is to say without the 

exertion of any pressure by any party. Indeed, the entry into force of a 

cease-fire on the date established by the Secretary-General and the deployment 

of the United Nations Mission in the Western Sahara have restored trust in the 

international community end have revived the hope that peace can be achieved. 

Algeria reaffirms once more its reaolve with regard to the implementation 

of the settlement plan for Western Sahara and it% confidence in the 

Secretary-General. who has earned the appreciation of the international 

community through his constant efforts and his patience. 

There are conflicts in other regions aa well, 50 we must make every 

effort to find solutions thereto. 

In Afghanistan there is sew hope that. between the Uaited States and the 

Union of Soviet Socialist Bepublics, the situation can be resolved peacefully, 

in cooperation with neighbouring countries and with the aupport of the United 

Nations. 

Likewise, everyone views the presence here of a delegation from 

Cambodia's Supreme National Council, the representative of the sovereign 

authority in that country, as proof of the confidence felt by the parties to 

the conflict. This is of great impvrtzmce to our efforts to achieve national 

iecoticiliation in Cambodia. 
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Turning to Cyprus, we bopa that the Secretary-Geaerel's efforts will 

enable that country to recover its sovereignty, unity and territorial 

integrity. 

In Lebanon the fighting has stopped and peace has been restored. The 

Lebanese authorities continue the work of national reconciliation and 

rebuilding national unity through implementation of the Taif agreements. The 

international community must shoulder its responsibilities vis-h-vie the 

Lebanese people by ensuring that Israel withdraws from southern Lebanon, 

pursuant to Security Council resolution 425 (19781, and by establishiag au 

international fund for the reconstruction of Lebenon. 

The major transformations we have been witnessing in international 

relations have not produced similar positive changes in economic relations or 

international economic cooperation. The heavy burden of external debt and the 

restrictions imposed on the access to the markets of the developed countries 

by the commodities of developing countries: inflation; rising interest rates: 

deteriorating terms of trade: the drop in official development assistance: and 

meagre flows of foreign investment to developing countries: all these 

constitute heavy burdens that hamper the work of reform undertaken by 

developing countries. The deteriorating climate of international economic 

relations is widening the gap between the North and the South. 

Take for example the deteriorating situation in Africa, which is in stark 

contrast to international commitments undertaken in tbe contest of the United 

Hations Prugrarme of Action for African Economic Recovery and Development in 

Africa. The renaissance of the United Nations cau achieve its goals 

completely only if the demands of developing countries are placed at the top 

of international agendas. In that connection, the Secretary-General's 

proposed fnt8riMtfQZlal cWlf8r8nC8 for d8V8lOpmbnt ffnaUCfng d8S8rV88 support 
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as it would provide the appropriate forum for concerted efforts to solve the 

basic problems facing us. 

We attach particular importance to the decision of the Economic and 

Social Council that work should be done to ensure that capital is not directed 

to Eastern Europe to the detriment of the countries of tie South. 

A genuine recovery of international cooperation through commitments 

undertaken at the eighteenth special sessian of the General Assembly, 011 

international economic cooperations and through implementation of the goals 

and policies set out in the International Development Strategy, depends first 

and foremost 013 the political will of all Member States. Bestructuring the 

economic and social sectors of th~Jnited Nationsr revitalising the Economic 

and Social Council and efforts to bolster the practical work carried out by 

the United Nations can all lend credibility and effectiveness to international 

action. That in turn can stimulate greater political collective will to meet 

these challenges. 

Developing countries know full weli that development must depend above 

all on their own efforts. On that basis, the Non-Aligned Movement and the 

Group of 77 have adopted the principle of collective and individual 

self-reliance for developing countries. For that reason. we have adopted 

agreements on establishing African ecdnomic union and on economic 

complementarity among the Maqhreb countries, free-trade agreements with 

countries of Latin America as well as the dynamism of the economic groupings 

in Asia represent efforts to consolidate South-South cooperation, despite the 

many types of obstacles and difficulties we are facing. 

In fact, those efforts a0 not reflect a tendency on the part of countries 

of the South towards isolation. Neither are they an alternative to the fabric 

of international economic relations or to cooperation between all States. 
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That is why those efforts in no way lessen the international community's 

responsibility to work for the develaprment of the entire international 

community. 

The domestic changes that we have 6een in Algeria are primarily a 

response to what we hope will be the reflection of the aspirations of our 

society: a democratic, responsible life. The thrust of those changes can 

have some effect, which we hope will be positive, on peace. stability and 

cooperation throughout the region. The establishment of political 

associations, the independence of juridical power and the strict observance of 

human rights are all factors which affect all strata of society. They are 

factors that help further consolidate real democracy, which we are 

establishing in Algeria. 

Despite the difficulties involved in such an experiment, Algeria is 

determined to continue along this path and work for the consolidation of 

democracy. we hope that these efforts will lead to the achievement of human 

aspirations with the consolidation of the legitimate rights of individuals and 

society as a whole, and that this will be accompanied by proper international 

action breaking new ground to produce effective global cooperation. 

In conclusion, we reiterate our connnitment to real cooperation with all 

Member States to establish the new international order to which all peoples 

aspire, a new order based on consultation and dialogue, democratic practices 

and cooperation, and not on conditions imposed by the strong on the weak or 

the rich on the poor. 

The meetins rose at 12.45 ~.m. 


